
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Motorcycle Transport Faro, Portugal (M-ID: 4205)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/4205-motorcycle-transport-faro-portugal

from €650.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
1 day

Have your motorcycle brought to Faro, in the south of Portugal. Or bring it home from there.

Discover the Algarve on your own motorcycle.

Motorcycle transport - safe and professional

Have your bikes picked up from home and fly to Faro in
Portugal. Your bike and luggage will be waiting for you in
Faro at the hotel near the airport.

Pre- and post-transportation time is about 10 days.

Currently, there is only one-way transport. If you want to
have the motorcycle transported both ways, we
recommend you to combine the transport with one of the
following bases:

Malaga (Spain):
https://www.motourismo.com/de/listings/1717

Girona (Spain):
https://www.motourismo.com/de/listings/1959

Barcelona (Spain):
https://www.motourismo.com/de/listings/2731
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Countries Portugal

Category Motorcycle Shipping

Flight to / from no, not incl.

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

One-way transport to Faro per motorcycle from bases in Berlin, Hamburg, Dormagen: €680.00

One-way transport from Faro per motorcycle to Berlin, Hamburg, Dormagen: €680.00

One-way transport to Faro per motorcycle from bases in Rheinhausen, Regensburg: €650.00

One-way transport from Faro per motorcycle to Rheinhausen, Regensburg: €650.00

-

Surcharge for motorcycles over 270kg: €60.00

A Germany-wide pick-up service is possible and costs between 30.00 and 60.00 € per
motorcycle. Please inquire individually.

Included

Transport insurance up to 40€/kg according to § 7a GüKG

Transport of side case, luggage roll/tank bag and one bag with clothing per motorcycle

Parking fees at the base

Not included

Everything that is not specified under services

A Germany-wide pick-up service is possible. Please inquire individually.

More details

Specified dates are the availability of the motorcycles on site. Pickup and delivery in Germany approx. 10 days
before or after

The motorcycles can be stored at the base if the flights are booked for a few days earlier / later.
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